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1. Let ,a be a given infinite series with the sequence of
partial sums {s}. Let {p} be a sequence of constants, real or complex,
and let us write

P-- P0/P+ P,/ +P; P--P-- O.
The sequence to sequence transformation

(1.1) /;’----- .=o -- :0

defines the sequence {t} of NSrlund mean 3 of the sequence {s},
generated by the sequence of coefficient {p}. The series a. is
said to be absolutely NSrlund summable, or summable]N, p, , if the
sequence {t} is of bounded variation, that is, the series t,-t_
is convergent 2. In the special case in which

1

and therefore
P.logn, as n,

the NSrlund mean reduces to the familiar harmonic mean 5. Thus
summability N, p, , where p, is defined as in (1.2), is the same as

summability N,. i

Let f(t) be a periodic function with period 2 and integrable (L)
over (-u, u). Without any loss of generality the constant term in
the Fourier series can be taken to be zero, that is,

and

f(t) ( eos t+b sin )

We write
1(t)=- {f(x+ t)+f(x- t)},

1,(t) Io(U)du.
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2. Varshney [7 has considered the following theorem to study
the absolute harmonic summability of the factored Fourier series.
He proved:

THEOREM A. If (t) is of bounded variation in (0, ), then the
series , A($)/log (n+ 1) is absolutely harmonic summable.

Generalising the above theorem of Vershney Singh _6 has recently
established the following theorem under Jordan’s criterion of con-
vergence of the Fourier series.

THEOREI B. If ($) is of bounded variation in (0, re), then the
series , (n+l)p, A,(t)

P.
is summable IN, p, ]., at t-x, where the sequence {p,} is real non-
negative and non-increasing such that

-.(n+l)p. is a sequence of bounded variation and

(ii) the sequence {p,-p,+} is non-increasing.
The object of the present paper is to study the NJrlund summa-

bility of the factored Fourier series under de la Vall6.e Poussin
criterion of convergence of the Fourier series, which is known to be
less stringent than Jordan’s criterion of convergence. In what follows
we establish the following:

THEOREM 1. If (t) is of bounded varia$ion in (0, ), Shen the
series

,.PX A($),
n

where {X} is a conve sequence such Sha$ , n-X is convergent, is
absoluSely Ngrlund summable, or summable N, p ], where {p} is
non-nega$ive, non-increasing such that {p-p+} is non-increasing.

It may be remarked that the above Theorem 1 generalises the
following theorems of Lal [1 and Prasad and Bhatt 4 respectively.

THEOREM C. If (t) is of bounded variation in (0, ), then the
series , log(n+l) A(t),

where {X} is a convex sequence such that , n-X is convergent, is
absolutely harmonic summable.

THEOREM D. If {X,} is a convex sequence such that , n-xX is
convergent, and () is of bounded variation in (0, ), then the series, XA($), at =, is summable C, 1 ].

In order to prove Theorem 1 we establish the following theorem
for factored infinite series:
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THEOREM 2. If

then the series .Pa/n, where {} is a convex sequence such
that .n-. is convergent, is absolutely NYrlund summable, or
summable N, p. I, where {p.} is non-negative, non-increasing such
that {p.-p.+} is non-increasing.

3. We require the following lemma for the proof of our Theorem:

Lemma 1. If (t) is of bounded variation in (0, zr), then
1 ]A(x)-O(1),
=I

This lemma is a particular case of a lemma due to Prasad and
Bhatt [4J.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Since from (1.1)

t.= Pu_
_-o P.

where

we have

say.
By Abel’s transformation

"- p+)+1 , (p,__--p.) (k-4-’-- p._ :o (k+i)

p._l =o (k+l) ,=o

+ P,i (Vo-P,) n
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P+I+1 [P-k-I--P--:[
(k+l)

=0

+o po : ,=o (#4- ly
B,+,

+0[. 1 (p.___p,)P+,Ax+,
P,_, =o (k+ i)

+0
P.-, =o k+l

O[ 1 (p___p) P#+Ii+I ]+0[___1+
=o (+ I)

O[ 1 (P,,,-,-1-- P,,,) P+"AX’’+I]+O[ X,, 1+ P_ =o k+l L n

say, since

p.__-p<_(k,+ 1)(p.__- p._)

< (#+ 1)(p.__--p.__)

and

(#+ 1)p+l_< P+I.
:Now

<0(1) P+I
=o P/+I

0(1) q, + 0(1).
=o

Again
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say, since

and

We have

and by hypothesis

(k-t-1)p+gP+

<o() , P,/ / 1
=o k+l P+

<0(1) P+/+ 1
k=O Pk+l

=O(1) E

Hence we establish that

which proves the Theorem.
Finally, the author takes this opportunity of expressing his

warmest thanks to Professor B. N. Prasad, for his valuable guidance
and suggestions during the preparation of this paper.
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